
IN A NUTSHELL

Scheduling complexity 

Better scheduling
process
Enhanced stability,
repeatability, and
predictability  
Fewer changeovers
Excellent customer
service 

Industry
Automotive Maintenance

Challenges

 
 
Solution
Product Wheel design and
implementation.

Outcome

BG Products

OFF TO THE RACES

CUSTOMER STORY

The client, BG Products, a major supplier of high quality
lubricants, brake fluids and other engine performance
enhancing products to the automative market, with a
successful performance record spanning more than 40 years,
needed to introduce structured product scheduling
processes. Their operations required constant monitoring of
market and operational conditions to ensure continued high
levels of customer performance. Implementing a structured
scheduling process was needed to bring stability and
predictability, increasing capacity across the supply chain.  

A major supplier to the automotive market implemented Product Wheels to
introduce stability and predictability to their product scheduling.

SITUATION

PRESCRIPTION

Peter L. King was engaged to Value Stream Map their
processes to uncover opportunities to bring stability to
production scheduling. As suspected, analysis found ample
opportunity to simplify scheduling and improve the balance
between inventory and operational efficiency. Product Wheel
design and implementation was recommended as the
solution to achieve the company's desired outcomes. 



IMPLEMENTATION

Product Wheels bring stability and predictability to
production scheduling by introducing a regularly
repeating cycle of products made on each line. The
sequence of the cycle is optimized to increase
throughput and reduce loss. King, an internationally
recognized Product Wheel expert and author of the
definitive work on Product Wheel scheduling, worked
with the client to identify ways to simplify their
processes, design, and implement Product Wheel
tools. These tools are meant to be used on an
ongoing basis, helping schedulers easily and
effectively schedule day-to-day. 

The most extensive changeovers on the Rotary Filling Line, with both fluid and bottle size changing,
typically required 6-8 hours to complete, so changeover reduction was applied. The initial effort took
the changeover down to less than three hours. Continual tracking and improvement has resulted in a
changeover time below 2½ hours.

The next step was to examine order patterns and sales volumes for each products. A number of
products were found to be sold in very small volumes, making it counterproductive to carry inventory
for long periods of time. It was decided that any product with sales of eight pallets per year or less
would change from made-to-stock to made-to-order, and when produced would require a minimum
run of four pallets.

The optimum Wheel length was determined to be two weeks, based on the optimum balance of
changeover cost with inventory carrying cost. The current Rotary Filing Line wheel includes 29 make-
to-stock products: 10 of the higher volume products are packaged on the two-week cycle, while eight
others are made every month. Eleven are packaged at a lower frequency, based on their forecast
sales and the requirement for a minimum lot size of four skids per run. There are approximately 25
very low volume products, which are now made only to order. Finally, make-to-order analysis was
extended to all products, resulting in approximately 130 products being identified, with a potential
reduction in working capital of several hundred thousand dollars. 

The client produces automotive fluids with approximately a dozen packaging lines, each line tailored
to a specific range of product types and package configurations. One of the early step in Wheel
design was to re-allocate products among the packaging lines to reduce the number of varieties
packaged on any line. The first packaging line addressed was the Rotary Filling Line where the fluid
products were packaged into 6, 12, 32 and 64 oz. bottles, then labeled, packed into cases and
palletized. The 6oz. and 12oz. bottles were moved from the Rotary Filling Line to a line that generally
packaged smaller bottles leaving only the 32 oz. and 64 oz. bottles on the Rotary Filling Lines. The 32
oz. and 64 oz. products packaged on other lines were moved to the Rotary Filling Line. With fewer
bottle sizes and fewer families of fluids, changeovers on the Rotary Filling Line became faster  and
less expensive.



As a result of Wheel implementation on the Rotary
Filing Line and three other packaging lines, the
client has seen a significant reduction in
inventories while maintaining excellent levels of
customer service. Scheduling processes are now
simpler, more effective, and less time consuming.
The entire operation is more stable and
predictable. 

The portfolio analysis led to a mix of make-to-
stock and make-to-order products. It was
understood that the higher volume, more stable
products should remain as make-to-stock as it
enhanced the stability, repeatability, and
predictability of the operation. Fewer, more
logical, and faster changeovers resulted in
inventory savings of several hundred thousand
dollars. 

"

The process for creating the
Product Wheels allowed us
to see why we were having
issues in our production

environment. The Product
Wheels gave us a process so
that we can respond to the

changing needs of our
customers yet not lose our
way on the routine items.

 
Operations Director

BG Products
 

OUTCOME

"
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Changeovers and incorrect inventory levels waste significant time and money and affect
customer service. Phenix planning and scheduling software uses Aligned Product Wheels to
minimize waste and align production with the business's customer service, throughput and

inventory goals. Visit us at www.phenixps.com to find out more. 

http://www.phenixps.com/
http://www.phenixps.com/

